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Design Services and Design Services During Construction for the New  
Anaerobic Digesters at Hunts Point WWTP 
Contract: HP-238-DES, Contract Reg. No.: CTC 826 20161412692 

 
Dear Mr. Lee: 
This letter will, when approved by the New York State Department of Environmental 
Conservation (DEC), constitutes an addendum to the Site Management Plan ([SMP], 
URS Corporation, 2013) for the Barretto Point Site, Site No. B00032-2 (hereinafter, 
Site). The changes described herein will not apply to the portion of the Site that is now 
Barretto Point Park. The addendum specifies the following four changes: 
1. A new permissible off-site use of certain soils to be excavated from a portion of the 

Site. The changes result from a Beneficial Use Determination ([BUD] No. 1462—03) 
that was approved by DEC on March 4, 2021. 

2. On-site re-use of potentially contaminated soils for regrading purposes.  
3. Reduction of the minimum required thickness of imported clean cover material from 

24 inches to 12 inches in accordance with 6 NYCRR Part 375 and DER-10.  
4. A provision for alternative cover material to be used for trees and shrubs planted in 

conjunction with landscaping of the new digestion facilities. 
The intent of this addendum is to preserve all original SMP requirements for the Barretto 
Point Park portion of the Site. 

Site Description 
The Site is an approximately 13-acre property owned by the City of New York and located 
in the Hunts Point section of Bronx County, New York (Figure 1).  The Site is bounded by 
Viele Avenue to the north, Manida Street to the east, and the East River to the south and 
west. The Site includes an approximately 2.5-acre area referred to as the Primary 
Remediation Area (Figure 2). This area is bounded by Ryawa Avenue to the south and 
the de-mapped length of Barretto Street to the west. The northwest portion of the Site 
(Block 2777, Lot 901) is now Barretto Point Park, operated by the New York City 
Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR). With the exception of Barretto Point Park, 
the area surrounding the Barretto Point Site is primarily commercial/industrial in nature, 
including waste transfer stations, warehouses, and the Hunts Point Wastewater 
Resource Recovery Facility (WRRF). The nearest residences are located approximately 
1,500 feet north of the Site. 
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Figure 1.  Site location 
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Figure 2.  Area subject to Site Management Plan 

Site Remedial History 
A Site Investigation was conducted from 1999 to 2002. The DEC issued a Record of 
Decision (ROD) in December 2003. Remedial action included the excavation and 
removal of contaminated soil (approximately 14,500 cubic yards) from an approximately 
0.7-acre portion of the 2.5 acre Primary Remediation Area parcel that was contaminated 
by operations of a former paint and varnish facility (Figure 2).  The location of this 
remediated area is also illustrated on Figure 16 of the SMP. The entire excavation area 
was backfilled with imported clean fill from two sources: the Thalle Elmsford Recycling 
facility and “mole rock” from the Long Island Railroad’s East Side Access Tunnel Project. 
Remediation of the 2.5-acre area was completed by installing a cover system consisting 
of 18 inches of clean fill overlain by six inches of crushed stone to prevent human 
exposure to remaining contaminated soil and fill. The cover material was placed over a 
demarcation layer. 

The western part of the Site (now Barretto Point Park) was remediated by placing a 
minimum of two feet of clean soil cover over an approximately five-acre area to limit 
potential exposure to residually contaminated soil. The soil cover, which was placed over 
a demarcation layer, consisted of 18 inches of clean general fill and six inches of a 
vegetative medium comprised of topsoil and grass over the surface of the fill. The so-
called Staging Area, an approximately 1.2-acre area west of the de-mapped length of 
Barretto Street and north of Ryawa Avenue, was remediated by placing a demarcation 
layer and soil cover consisting of 18 inches of clean general fill and six inches of a 
vegetative medium comprised of topsoil and grass over the surface of the fill. Control of 
the Staging Area was transferred from New York City Department of Environmental 
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Protection (DEP) to DPR in February 2018 and annexed as part of Barretto Point Park, 
bringing the total area of the park to approximately 6.2 acres (Figure 2). 
In November 2010, the DEC issued an Explanation of Significant Difference for a change 
to the original remedy allowing the remaining 4.3 acres of the Site (hereinafter, 4.3 acre 
Remaining Site Area) to be covered with vegetation or the existing layer of fill, asphalt, 
and/or gravel, instead of two feet of clean soil as per the ROD. These materials were 
determined to meet industrial use criteria, limit direct exposures to any remaining 
contamination in the subsurface soils and be suitable for the future expansion of the 
Hunts Point WRRF. 

Beneficial Use Determination 
In December 2020, DEP petitioned DEC’s Division of Materials Management (DMM) for 
a case-specific BUD to facilitate construction of new anaerobic digester facilities at the 
Hunts Point WRRF and at the Site. 

New anaerobic digester facilities include an equipment gallery and four 3.2 million 
gallon digester tanks will be constructed on the vacant 2.5 acre Primary Remediation 
Area immediately north of the Hunts Point WRRF. Upon project completion, when new 
fencing and site security controls are in place, the 2.5 acre area used for the new 
digester facility will be fully incorporated into the Hunts Point WRRF. 

In its petition, DEP proposed to beneficially reuse certain Barretto Point soils as backfill 
material following demolition of four existing digesters at the Hunts Point WRRF (Figure 
3).  The soil proposed for beneficial reuse will be excavated from the approximately 0.7-
acre footprint where the aforementioned former paint and varnish manufacturing facility 
soil contamination was remediated (Figure 2).  This area is also shown on Figure 4 as 
the approximate footprint of the former paint and varnish facility. The soil in this area 
consists of imported clean fill that was used to backfill the remedial excavation. The 
vertical and horizontal limits of the backfill were previously demarcated with fabric. DEP 
proposed to use approximately 14,500 cubic yards (CY) of the demarcated clean fill as 
backfill above the seasonal highwater table in the digester demolition area. The backfill 
will be covered with one foot of clean soil and ballast. Before placement of the one foot 
of clean soil, a demarcation layer will be installed to identify the top of the reused 
backfill.  
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Figure 3.  Location of digester demolition area 

 
Figure 4.  Area of soils subject to BUD 
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In June 2018, the imported clean fill that was proposed for reuse was sampled as part 
of a subsurface investigation conducted by DEP (Bidwell, 2019).  The report of this 
investigation was included with the BUD Petition. The results of the 2018 investigation 
indicated marginal metals exceedances of Part 375-6 Unrestricted Use Soil Cleanup 
Objectives (SCO) for Chromium, Nickel and Iron in borings MR1(P), MR3 and MR5, and 
one exceedance for Copper in Boring MR-5. The metals are naturally occurring and were 
present in the backfill that was imported to the Site during remediation and are not 
related to the historic paint/varnish manufacturing activities. The 2018 investigation 
also reported the presence of acetone, a common laboratory contaminant, which is not 
indicative of site contamination or considered to be a contaminant of concern.    

Excavated clean fill approved for reuse will be staged during construction at the north 
end of the 2.5 acre Primary Remediation Area and segregated from other excavated 
materials. Stockpiles will be covered with an impermeable, woven polyethylene fabric, 
secured to prevent uplift by wind.  Straw bales covered with filter fabric or silt fences will 
be placed downgradient of the stockpiles to capture any silt or sediment laden runoff 
during inclement weather.  Inspections of the stockpiles will be performed regularly, in 
accordance with an approved Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.   

On March 4, 2021 DEC DMM issued BUD No. 1462—03 and approved DEP’s petition 
subject to the conditions listed below. The approval letter is provided in Attachment A. 
1. Approximately 14,500 CY are approved under this BUD. 
2. Only clean fill used as backfill above the seasonal high water table in the existing 

digester demolition area at the Hunts Point WRRF is approved under this BUD. All fill 
material must meet the chemical requirements of Restricted Use Fill in 6 NYCRR 
Part 360, Section 360.13(f), Table 2: Fill Material Beneficial Use except for the very 
slight Chromium exceedances in the fill material represented by samples MR-1,  
MR-3, MR-5, and MR-10. 

3. The fill material is allowed up to 40 percent by volume inert, non-putrescible non-soil 
constituents where inert, non-putrescible materials exclude plastic, gypsum 
wallboard, wood, paper, and other material that may readily degrade or produce 
odors, whether recognizable or not. However, no hazardous waste, municipal solid 
waste, ash, slag, or pieces of metal (e.g., pipes, etc.) may be present in any amount. 

4. Fill material represented by sample MR-9 (Figure 4) may not be reused. The 
concentration of benzo(a)pyrene in this sample was greater than the Part 375-6 SCO 
for Commercial Use.  

5. The fill material backfill shall be covered with one foot of clean soil and ballast. The 
clean soil cover shall be General Fill as per Part 360.13(f) and the ballast shall be 
gravel, rock or stone, consisting of virgin material from a permitted mine or quarry as 
per NYSDEC DER-10, 5.4(e)5.i. Prior to placement of the one foot of clean soil, a 
demarcation layer will be installed to identify the top of the reused imported clean 
fill. 

6. Excavated material is required to be placed in its final destination within four years 
of excavation as long as the stormwater controls, hay bales, silt fencing and covers, 
are continuously in place to prevent, to the maximum extent practicable, run-off 
from the pile of fill material. 
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7. Any excavated materials which cannot be used pursuant to this BUD are subject to 
all applicable 6 NYCRR Part 360 series regulations for transport, storage, processing 
and disposal. 

8. DEP must submit an annual report, by March 1, summarizing the quantity of fill 
material used pursuant to this BUD during the previous calendar year.  

9. The DEC reserves the right to modify, suspend, or revoke this BUD at any time, upon 
notice and opportunity to be heard, if it finds pursuant to 6 NYCRR Part 360.12(d)(5) 
any of the following: that one or more factors serving as the basis for this BUD is 
incorrect or no longer valid; or the DEC finds there has been a violation of the 
conditions of this BUD; or if necessary to prevent adverse impacts to the public 
health or the environment or to control nuisances. 

10. This determination does not relieve DEP or its contractors from responsibility to 
comply with applicable local, state or federal requirements. 

11. This BUD will expire on February 28. 2026.  A renewal may be granted upon written 
request and justification. 

Soil Regrading Outside Paint and Varnish Remediation Area 
The construction of new digesters on the 2.5 acre Primary Remediation Area will require 
excavation and regrading of soils beyond the limits of the 0.7 acre former paint and 
varnish facility. These excavations will extend into potentially contaminated soil beneath 
the two feet of clean fill and demarcation layer installed during the remediation in 2009.  
DEP will use this excavated soil to fill and regrade lower areas in the vicinity of the new 
digesters on the 2.5 acre Primary Remediation Area and also on the 4.3 acre Remaining 
Site Area south and west of the Primary Remediation Area (Figure 2). This on-site reuse 
of excavated soils would contravene the current Excavation Work Plan in the SMP 
(Appendix A). Section A-7 of the Excavation Work Plan (Materials Reuse On-Site) states, 
“Due to the contamination remaining on site, any soil outside of the excavated area of 
the former paint and varnish manufacturing shall not be reused on site. All material 
excavated shall be properly disposed of.” 
The SMP is hereby modified to permit the on-site reuse of soil for regrading. Following 
regrading, the potentially contaminated soil will be covered with a demarcation layer and 
a minimum of 12 inches of imported clean fill. This will be consistent with past DEC 
practice on the Barretto Point Site. During the remediation of the Barretto Point Park, 
DEC allowed potentially contaminated soil to be graded from higher to lower areas, 
compacted, demarcated and covered with two feet of imported clean fill to achieve final 
elevations (SMP Section 1.4). On-site reuse is also supported by the soil sampling 
conducted by Bidwell in 2018, which indicates only marginal impacts.  Bidwell’s soil 
sampling included four locations outside the paint and varnish facility.  The samples 
from borings MR-6, MR-10 and MR-12 contained slight exceedances of the DEC’s 
Residential SCOs for cadmium and/or chromium1. 
 

 
1 The soil represented by boring MR-9 was apparently impacted by petroleum constituents and 
contained exceedances of the Residential SCOs for two PAH compounds. As noted in the DEC’s 
BUD approval letter, the soil represented by boring MR-9 will not be reused. 
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Minimum Thickness of Imported Cover Material 
In accordance with the ROD, the 2009 remediation of the Site included placement of 2 
feet of imported clean cover material on both park and non-park portions of the Site. 
Section 2.2.1 of the SMP currently states, “Exposure to remaining contamination in 
soil/fill at the site is prevented by a cover consisting of either a minimum of 18 inches of 
clean soil and 6 inches of crushed stone in the 2.5 acre portion of the site; a 2 foot 
clean soil cover in the Barretto Point Park portion of the site (6.2 acres); or a layer of 
existing fill, asphalt, gravel or vegetation in the remaining site area (4.3 acres).” 
A Site-wide requirement for 2 feet of cover is unnecessary. The regulations in 6 NYCRR 
Part 375 as well as established DEC policy allow a minimum of 1 foot of clean cover 
material on the non-park portion of the Site. DER-10 Section 4.1(f) - Soil Cover indicates 
the required soil cover will be dependent on the use of the site and, for commercial or 
industrial use, is to be 1 foot. Given the lack of public access to the non-park portion of 
the Site and the lack of ecological resources, a minimum cover thickness of 1 foot is 
appropriate. 

Landscaping – Substitution of Cover Material 
The construction of the new digestion facilities will include landscaping as required by 
the Final Environmental Impact Statement. The landscaping areas and methods are 
specified in HP-238 90% Design Landscape Drawings (Attachment B).  The landscaping 
will include planting of trees and shrubs along the west, north and east sides of the 2.5 
acre Primary Remediation Area (Figure 5).  As shown on Drawing l-700 in Appendix C, 
the planting areas will vary in size depending on the variety of the particular plant, the 
size of the root ball, plant spacings, etc.  If plantings are closely spaced, an area may 
encompass more than a single plant. 

Trees and shrubs will be planted by excavating the six inch layer of crushed stone and 
up to 18 inches of the underlying clean fill that were installed during remediation of the 
Barretto Point Site. The crushed stone and clean fill will be segregated and stockpiled 
for on-site reuse in accordance with the SMP. At each planting location, the exposed 
portion of the original demarcation layer will be cut, removed and properly disposed of. 
The underlying, potentially contaminated soil, may be de-compacted as needed by roto-
tilling, disking or ripping to a depth of six to eight inches minimum and preferably a 
depth of 12 inches to 18 inches (Attachment B, Drawing L-001). Except in small planting 
areas, the roto-tilling, disking or ripping will be conducted in place (i.e., within the 
excavation).  De-compaction of small planter areas may require removal of the 
compacted soil to a depth of 18 inches or more and then re-installing the soil loosely 
with required amendments. If soil is removed for decompaction, it will be placed on 
plastic sheeting or in suitable containers such as a wheelbarrow for mixing with 
amendments. All removed soil will be returned to the excavation. Care will be taken to 
avoid spilling soil on the surrounding ground surface. Once de-compaction is completed, 
each planting location will receive the root ball of the tree or shrub along with imported 
clean planting media including soil, topsoil and mulch (Appendix C, Drawing L-700). The 
combined thickness of the imported clean soil/topsoil and any remaining original clean 
fill will be a minimum of 1 foot. In the planting areas the final clean cap will not include a 
6 inch layer of gravel as currently exists elsewhere in the clean cap that was installed in 
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2009. The requirement for a demarcation layer (e.g., orange snow fencing material or 
equivalent material) will not apply in holes in which trees or shrubs are to be planted 
because the demarcation layer may interfere with root growth. 

In addition to the area shown on Figure 5, landscaping will also address the 4.3 acre 
Remaining Site Area of the Barretto Point Site south and west of the 2.5 acre Primary 
Remediation Area (Attachment B, Drawings C-014 and C-015).  As shown on Figure 2, 
the surface of this area currently consists of existing fill, gravel, asphalt or vegetation. 
Portions of the 4.3 acre Remaining Site Area will be graded using soil from the 2.5 acre 
Primary Remediation Area, covered with a demarcation layer and a minimum of 1 foot of 
imported clean fill and topsoil, and then hydroseeded. 

 
Figure 5.  Landscape Layout Plan 
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Modification of Site Management Plan 
The below sections specify certain modifications of the SMP to align its requirements 
with the provisions of BUD No. 1462—03 and accommodate on-Site regrading, a 
minimum of 1 foot of clean cover, and the landscaping requirements of HP-238 
Construction phase. None of these modifications apply to the Barretto Point Park portion 
of the Site. The modifications pertaining to BUD No. 1462—03 apply only to the 
excavation of the specified soils from the above-described 0.7 acre former remediation 
area, and the reuse of those soils as backfill in the existing digester demolition area. 

Engineering Controls (SMP Section 2.2) 
SMP Section 2.2 currently indicates that exposure to remaining contamination in soil/fill 
on the 2.5 acre Primary Remediation Area of the Site is prevented by a cover consisting 
of a minimum of 18 inches of clean soil and six inches of crushed stone. This addendum 
modifies Section 2.2 to indicate that cover in the 2.5 acre Primary Remediation Area 
consists of imported clean soil/topsoil and any remaining original clean fill, with a 
combined minimum thickness of 1 foot. 

SMP Section 2.2 currently indicates that exposure to remaining contamination in soil/fill 
on the “remaining site area (4.3 acres)” is prevented by a layer of existing fill, asphalt, 
gravel or vegetation. This addendum modifies Section 2.2 to indicate that the 4.3 acre 
Remaining Site Area of the Barretto Point Site south and west of the 2.5 acre Primary 
Remediation Area will be graded after removal of pavement, then covered by a 
demarcation layer, then covered with a minimum of 1 foot of imported clean fill and/or 
topsoil, and then hydroseeded or paved with asphalt.  

Site Monitoring Plan (SMP Section 3) 
Two new monitoring requirements are added under SMP Section 3, as follows: 
1. On a yearly basis, a qualified professional engineer will inspect stockpiles of the 

excavated clean fill staged at the north end of the 2.5 acre Primary Remediation 
Area awaiting reuse.  The inspector will verify that the excavated clean fill is 
segregated from other excavated materials and covered with an impermeable, 
woven polyethylene fabric, secured to prevent uplift by wind. The inspector will verify 
that straw bales covered with filter fabric or silt fences are in place downgradient of 
the stockpiles to capture any silt or sediment laden runoff. The inspector will verify 
that the stockpiles comply with the approved Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.  
The stockpile inspection requirement expires upon completion of the digester 
construction project and removal of the stockpiles.  

2. On a yearly basis, a qualified professional engineer will inspect the backfill material 
that was placed pursuant to BUD No. 1462—03 at the locations of the demolished 
former digesters at the Hunts Point WRRF. The inspector will verify that the backfill is 
covered with 1 foot of clean soil and ballast. 
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Inspections, Reporting and Certifications (SMP Section 4) 
One new reporting requirement is added under SMP Section 4, as follows: 

The New York City Department of Environmental Protection will submit an annual report, 
by March 1st of each year, summarizing the quantity of fill material used pursuant to 
BUD No. 1462—03 during the previous calendar year. The annual report will be sent to:  

Kenneth B. Brezner, P.E.  
Regional Materials Management Engineer 
NYSDEC Region 2 
47-40 21st Street 
Long Island City, NY 11101-5407 

Kathleen Prather, P.E.  
Bureau of Solid Waste Management 
Division of Materials Management 
NYSDEC 
625 Broadway, 9th Floor 
Albany, NY 12233-7260 

This new requirement to report fill material used pursuant to BUD No. 1462—03 will 
expire upon completion of filling in the digester demolition area. The aforementioned 
inspection of the backfill material that was placed pursuant to BUD No. 1462—03 at the 
locations of the demolished former digesters does not expire. 

Excavation Work Plan (SMP Appendix A) 
Certain sections of the Excavation Work Plan, contained in the SMP as Appendix A, are 
modified as described in the following subsections. 

A-2 Soil Screening Methods 
This section lists categories of excavated soil for the purposed segregation.  A new 
category of excavated soil is added: soil qualifying for reuse under BUD 1462-03 will be 
segregated from all other excavated materials. 

A-6 Materials Disposal Off-Site 
The requirements of Section A-6 will not apply to soils subject to BUD No. 1462-03 if 
those soils are transported to the aforementioned digester demolition area and reused 
as backfill. Such reuse will not be considered off-site disposal. The requirements of 
Section A-6 will apply to any stockpiled soils excavated from the former paint and 
varnish facility that are disposed of off-site rather than reused at the digester demolition 
area pursuant to BUD No. 1462-03. 

A-7 Materials Reuse On-Site 
The first paragraph of this section and the Imported Backfill Limits table are replaced 
with the following paragraph: 

Potentially contaminated soil in the 2.5 acre Primary Remediation Area and in the 4.3 
acre Remaining Site Area to the south and west of the 2.5 acre Primary Remediation 
Area may be reused in these areas for regrading purposes.  No such reuse or regrading 
is permitted on the Barretto Point Park. Regraded potentially contaminated soils will be 
covered with a demarcation layer and a minimum of 1 foot of imported clean fill and/or 
top soil or pavement in accordance with Section A-9. All imported fill must comply with 
Section A-10. 
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A-9 Cover System Restoration  
This section currently states that after the completion of soil removal and any other 
invasive activities, the cover system will be restored in a manner that complies with the 
Record of Decision, and that a demarcation layer, consisting of orange snow fencing 
material or equivalent material, will be replaced to provide a visual reference to the top 
of the ‘Remaining Contamination Zone’. 

The cover system on the regraded portions of the 2.5 acre Primary Remediation Area 
and the regraded portions of the 4.3 acre Remaining Site Area will be a minimum of 1 
foot of imported clean fill, soil and/or top soil. A demarcation layer will be placed over 
any regraded areas before placing the imported clean fill, soil and/or top soil. The 
requirement for a demarcation layer will not apply in holes in which trees or shrubs are 
to be planted because the demarcation layer would interfere with root growth. The cover 
material in the holes will consist of imported clean soil/topsoil, with a combined 
minimum thickness of 1 foot. The imported clean fill will comply with the requirements 
of Section A-10 Backfill From Off-Site Sources. 

A-10 Backfill From Off-Site Sources 
Section A-10 requires that all imported soils meet the backfill and cover soil quality 
standards established in 6NYCRR 375-6.7(d).  Section A-10 is amended to clarify this 
requirement as it applies to the 2.5 acre Primary Remediation Area and the 4.3 acre 
Remaining Site Area. Under 6NYCRR 375-6.7(d), soil brought to a site for use as soil 
cover or backfill must not exceed the applicable Part 375-6 SCOs. For industrial use 
sites, the applicable SCOs are those for Protection of Groundwater and Protection of 
Public Health Commercial Use.  Because the Environmental Easement restricts the non-
park portion of the Site to industrial use, soils imported to the 2.5 acre Primary 
Remediation Area and the 4.3 acre Remaining Site Area must not exceed the lower of 
the SCOs for Protection of Groundwater and Protection of Public Health Commercial Use. 

A-11 Stormwater Pollution Prevention 
The requirements of this section apply to stockpiles of material subject to BUD No. 
1462-03, including the cover and silt barrier measures specified in the BUD Petition and 
in the Site Monitoring Plan section above. 

A-15 Dust Control Plan 
The dust control measures in Section A-15 will apply when excavating and stockpiling 
soils subject to BUD No. 1462-03, and when transporting those soils and placing them 
on the digester demolition area. 

References 
Bidwell Environmental, LLC, Subsurface Investigation Report, In Support of Contract HP-
238, April 2019. 

URS Corporation, Barretto Point, Bronx County, New York, Site Management Plan, 
NYSDEC Site Number: B00032-2, New York City Department of Environmental 
Protection, July 2013. 
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Limitations: 
This document was prepared solely for New York City Department of Environmental Protection in accordance with 
professional standards at the time the services were performed and in accordance with the contract between New York City 
Department of Environmental Protection and Brown and Caldwell Associates dated December 1, 2015. This document is 
governed by the specific scope of work authorized by New York City Department of Environmental Protection; it is not 
intended to be relied upon by any other party except for regulatory authorities contemplated by the scope of work. We have 
relied on information or instructions provided by New York City Department of Environmental Protection and other parties 
and, unless otherwise expressly indicated, have made no independent investigation as to the validity, completeness, or 
accuracy of such information. 

If you have any questions during your review or would like further information, please 
contact me at 646-367-0583. 
Very truly yours, 
 
Brown and Caldwell Associates  
 
 
 
Jean Pierre Hourani, P.E. 
Project Manager  
 
JH:vb 
 
Attachments (2) 
• Attachment A: DEC Approval, BUD No. 1462-03 
• Attachment B: Landscape Drawings 
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Attachment A: DEC Approval, BUD No. 1462-03 
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Attachment B: Landscape Drawings 
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